278                      COMPLETE  SPECIFICATIONS-.
specific purposes, insuring great strength and reliability with good mechanical effects.
Frame  and Fixed Parts.
Expansion.             28.    The frame and foundation of the engines
shall be so designed that changes of temperature can not alter the distribution of the loads on, or affect the alignment of the members of, the frame, and, where necessary, expansion joints shall be used.
Frame.                   29.    The frame of the engine shall be designed
to have great stiffness and weight, so that it shall withstand all working stresses with the minimum vibration. All bed plates or sole plates resting on masonry shall have ample bearing                  to safely
distribute the working pressures.
Anchor Bolts.         jOw    (}ie machinery shall be substantially
securely anchored and held in place with a latifkient number of foundation bolts.
Casting®.                 31.    All castings  shall be  designed   to  avoid
sudden changes of section and of inch form* an will cool uniformly without shrinkage strains.
32.     At all flange* of castings thfie shall be a reinforcement, or addition of mrtn!. of at least 30per cent, of the regular thickness, which shall extend in length or height at least twice* the total thickness of the metal at the reinforcement.     All llan;,:cs to he of not  less thickness than the total   metal at the iem-force men t.
33.     All castings must lave good §r/rc! fillet?* at all corners; no small brackets will lie* allowed.
Keheatem.              j^    ]£ reheati%rft are UM-d thry j<ha!l be designed
and construcfed to he ;>bvolutelv utearn tight under all working conditions to which they will be subjected, and must have proper heating area iiiiii Mpacc and facilites for examination, repair^ and irncuiilg.
jackets.                  ^^    ]f R(cam jackets are   used   they   must   be
secured to tie steam cylinder in such a manner as to allow free and easy expansion and contraction, without causing internal leakage of joints or tlrrangement of any description to jackets or cylinders, or undue strains in any part; and must be arranged to biNtm-proper circulation of steam and ready removal of the jacket water.
36. All flat plates and surfaces acted upon by water pressure must be substantially proportioned and strengthened with a suiikle.nl number of heavy ribs, to make them of ample stiffness and strength to

